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SELECTIONS
Consensus Totals Based on 5 points for First (7 for Best Bet), 2 for 2nd, 1 for 3rd.  Best Bet in Bold Type.

 Kenny Peck   Consensus
 295-72 (179) Chuck Kuehhas Rob Perocier 363-118 (251)
  Passionfortreasure Carefree Highway Drawntomunny Passionfortreasure 10
 1 Carefree Highway Baby Girl Passionfortreasure Carefree Highway 7
  Drawntomunny Passionfortreasure Baby Girl Drawntomunny 6
  Big Boss Lady Powergirl Powergirl Powergirl 12
 2 Powergirl Big Boss Lady Top Hat Invasion Big Boss Lady 8
  Top Hat Invasion Countess Jessica Big Boss Lady Top Hat Invasion 3
  Into Vanishing Into Vanishing Montpelier Into Vanishing 10
 3 Montpelier Montpelier Navy Lady Montpelier 9
  Above the Limit Wicked Groove Emirates Affair Navy Lady 2
  Bridgetothefuture Viper Lodi Lodi 7
 4 Lodi Royal Coup Seeking Glory Bridgetothefuture 6
  Royal Coup Seeking Glory Bridgetothefuture Viper 5
  Altea She’s Got You Altea Altea 13
 5 She’s Got You Lucky Stride Lucky Stride She’s Got You 8
  Valedictorian Altea She’s Got You Lucky Stride 4
  Booj Target Tales Target Tales Target Tales 12
 6 Target Tales Country Miles Gray Little Meadow Booj 5
  What’s Up Mr. Z What’s Up Mr. Z Wild Czar What’s Up Mr. Z 2
  Magnetism Magnetism Little Nutter Magnetism 10
 7 Little Nutter Funwhileitlasted Baby Bee Merry Little Nutter 7
  Timed Out Baby Bee Merry Timed Out Baby Bee Merry 3
  Moneymeister Earned Success Earned Success Earned Success 11
 8 Rogue Patriot Rogue Patriot Animal Trick Moneymeister 5
  Earned Success Fun Prospect Rogue Patriot Rogue Patriot 5
  Nellysford Payntdembluesaway Racinginthestreet Payntdembluesaway 9
 9 Payntdembluesaway Nellysford Payntdembluesaway Nellysford 7
  Racinginthestreet Pretti Tricki My Sister’s Keeper Racinginthestreet 6
  Deny Deny Deny Deny 15
 10 Instinctive Rhythm Instinctive Rhythm Mr. Shades of Gray Instinctive Rhythm 5
  Mr. Shades of Gray Mr. Shades of Gray Instinctive Rhythm Mr. Shades of Gray 4
  Champagne Horizon Over to You Stormy D Champagne Horizon 8
 11 Tula Champagne Horizon Single Broad Stormy D 6
  Stormy D Tula Champagne Horizon Over to You 5
  Mo Gotcha Mo Gotcha Moose Lodge Mo Gotcha 12
 12 We Should Talk Smithwick’s Spice Smithwick’s Spice Moose Lodge 6
  Moose Lodge Pianzi Backshot Smithwick’s Spice 4
  Super Shoes Symbol Azteca Masterio Masterio 5
 13 Swift Kid Phil the Banker Dohko Super Shoes 5
  The Mormon Mauler Swift Kid Feisty Kitten Symbol Azteca 5
  Wildly Good Lookin Woman Flyer Exceed the Goal Exceed the Goal 8
 14 Exceed the Goal Take Charge Again Wildly Good Lookin Wildly Good Lookin 7
  Take Charge Again Exceed the Goal Woman Flyer Woman Flyer 6

Analyst’s statistics: Number of races picked, top pick winners and in parentheses, top pick finishes in the money.

MONMOUTH

SECOND RACE
BIG BOSS LADY was against the race flow in each of 
her last two tries on the dirt yet she managed to post 
a win and a runner-up finish, in her latest, when she 
was against an extreme pace scenario which favored 
speeds (note the inverted “S” in DRF pp’s); makes her 
first start off the claim for trainer Jose Delgado, who 

wins at a high rate with such runners. POWERGIRL 
was moving well through the stretch two back, her 
last try on the main track; easily forgiven for that last 
one, on the turf, which she clearly does not prefer. 
TOP HAT INVASION goes long for the first time but 
trainer Jeffrey Englehart does well with stretch-outs 
and she catches a field that’s a little light on pace.
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BEST BET: RACE 1, PASSIONFORTREASURE

FIRST RACE
PASSIONFORTREASURE is going to be tough as 
the favorite in the opener, dropping in class off a 
pair of decent efforts against richer; Beyer edge 
will mean a light price but if she runs to that last 
figure she’s a likely winner. CAREFREE HIGHWAY 
has never raced at a level this low on the turf 
before; she was well up the course in that last one, 
at Saratoga, but pre-race antics likely cost her and 
she was in against much better there. DRAWNTO-
MUNNY takes the blinkers off for her 2nd start off 
the layoff, both favorable angles for trainer Jane 
Cibelli; stretches out to a route for the first time 
and should be a factor from the start.

 ANALYSIS

  THIRTEENTH RACE Probable Post  5:59 EDT
1 1/16 Miles. Turf. 3-Year-Olds and Up. Maiden Claiming 
($16,000 to $14,000). Purse: $17,500
PP HORSE JOCKEY WT. M.L.
4  Dohko Torres J 116 3-1
10 The Mormon Mauler Hernandez C J 123 7-2
7  Swift Kid Gallardo A A 123 9-2
1  Symbol Azteca Flores V J7 111 6-1
6  Masterio Peterson F 118 6-1
13 Analyzeyourvision Gallardo A A 123 6-1
9  Feisty Kitten Juarez N 118 8-1
14 Wickydidit Garcia W A 118 10-1
2  Super Shoes Garcia W A 123 15-1
8  English Tide Moya R F 118 15-1
11 Phil the Banker Maragh R R 118 15-1
12 Storm Alfeet Gonzalez J L 123 15-1
3  Giant of Giants Panaijo J 118 20-1
5  Andrez Conquist Gonzalez J L 118 30-1

  FOURTEENTH RACE Probable Post  6:25 EDT
5 1/2 Furlongs. 3-Year-Olds and Up. Fillies and Mares. 
Claiming ($5,000). Purse: $21,000
PP HORSE JOCKEY WT. M.L.
8  Exceed the Goal Diaz H R Jr 124 9-5
1  Wildly Good Lookin Flores V J7 117 3-1
5  Take Charge Again Moya R F 124 5-1
6  Princess Janet Peterson F 124 6-1
7  Woman Flyer Gonzalez J L 124 6-1
4  Fiore Castillo I 124 8-1
9  Beach Tag Torres J 124 20-1
2  Nelo Margarita Gilpin S10 114 30-1
3  Ocean Conquest Garcia W A 124 30-1
Blinkers Off: Fiore
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THIRD RACE
INTO VANISHING has a strong set of works showing 
for her debut try and while her dam was best on the 
dirt she did score on the grass, albeit in a route; trainer 
Jonathan Thomas excels with turf sprinters and he 
has saddled four winning firsters in turf routes over 
the past three years, all of them 5/2 or less, meaning 
the board will be the best guide. MONTPELIER is easy 
to like off that debut try, when she set a quick pace 
under pressure and then just missed holding on late;  
the one to catch and beat. ABOVE THE LIMIT is the 
second starter out of an unraced dam, with the first 
runner, Fast Dreamer, running 2nd twice in his first 
three starts; barn always a threat first time out, and 
with grass sprinters.

FOURTH RACE
BRIDGETOTHEFUTURE doesn’t win often but 11 of 
his 25 losses came on the turf, and he comes off 
a decent try under conditions similar to today’s; 
he doesn’t meet the deepest of fields and he may 
be able to nab that elusive 2nd career win given 
the right trip and an honest pace up front. LODI 
was wide on both turns in his latest and ran well 
to be beaten only two lengths, a solid effort; most 
importantly, he showed he can rate off the pace 
and make one run in that race, and that versatility 
gives jockey Antonio Gallardo some options as he 
tries to work out a trip. ROYAL COUP was caught 
very wide on the dirt turn last time out, then made 
a little middle move down the backstretch before 
he tired before the turn; Beyers put him in the mix.

FIFTH RACE
ALTEA is hardly a win machine but she does run 
her race every time, even when in against top-
flight competition, as she was two back in the 
Grade 1 Jenny Wiley, when only two lengths 
behind subsequent Grade 1 Diana winner Rushing 
Fall; her Beyers suggest she’s the one to beat in 
this Violet Stakes and that last work is an indica-
tion she retains her form. SHE’S GOT YOU, from the 
same barn as the top pick, rallied strongly despite 
moderate fractions in her U. S. debut at Belmont; 
could be the main threat to her uncoupled stable-
mate with a step forward in her second start off 
the long break. VALEDICTORIAN will take them as 
far as se can on the lead, and she is a candidate 
for improvement, since her latest was in the slop 
and she weakened only late going 1 1/8 miles two 
back; should be able to get loose rather easily.

SIXTH RACE
BOOJ was behind a few of these same runners last 
time out but she was caught up in a duel there after 
breaking from the outermost post in a nine-horse 

field, and she could well get clear in the opening 
stages today; could be good enough to last if she 
is in fact able to shake loose and back down the 
fractions. TARGET TALES is obviously the one to 
beat after running second in all of his three starts 
to date, though that is precisely what makes him 
a little dicey on the win end at a short price; adds 
blinkers for this and may show improved speed.  
WHAT’S UP MR. Z is the first starter out of a dam 
who won four races; he’s shown some speed in his 
morning works and he doesn’t seem to meet an 
exceptional field.

SEVENTH RACE
MAGNETISM is kin to four-time winner Aussie Land, 
and while that mare posted all of her wins in dirt 
sprints the dam also produced Reflected, who won 
her own debut on the grass; barn always dangerous 
first time out, especially with grass routers, in fact 
scoring earlier at this meet with debuting turfer Big 
Red Rocks. LITTLE NUTTER was part of a group of 
closers who made the finish of the Sorority a close 
one, and that effort and Beyer clearly stamp her a 
contender on the move back to the maiden ranks; 
needs pace but should get at least some help from 
the frontrunners. TIMED OUT is kin to at least two 
turf winners, including multiple stakes winner Point 
of Reference, who was best sprinting on the main 
track but did score on the green; certainly in good 
form, missing by less than a length in each of her 
last two.

EIGHTH RACE
MONEYMEISTER was a beaten favorite in each of 
his last two but those optional claimers at Finger 
Lakes feature some hard-hitting sprinters, and 
he’s down below the level of the claim for this; 
best figures of 2020 clearly put him on the short 
list of contenders in this sprint, along with ROGUE 
PATRIOT. The latter comes off a win against a 
step lesser in his latest, and the resulting Beyer 
gives him strong credibility; he did benefit from 
a perfect trip there, making a regression likely if 
he doesn’t get that same type of set up today, but 
he merits a long look off that figure nonetheless. 
EARNED SUCCESS was only a half-length behind 
ROGUE PATRIOT in that last one, and he had a 
more difficult trip than that rival; from the same 
barn as the top pick, he figures to try to set the 
table for his uncoupled stablemate.

NINTH RACE
NELLYSFORD is much more likely to run 2nd than 
she is to win this, if her overall record is any indi-
cation, but she did score two back when loose on 
the lead, and she also won earlier this year when 
she was able to sit off the pace and make one 
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run; that versatility should work to her advantage 
as she tries to work out a trip from the hedge. 
PAYNTDEMBLUESAWAY makes her first start 
since January but she has run well when fresh in 
the past, missing by just a neck off a layoff last 
September, even if it was a shorter break than this 
one; seeks her fifth win in six tur sprint tries, with 
just a neck separating her from a perfect record 
under these conditions, but it is a little suspicious 
to see her back in a tag off this hiatus, given the 
allowance score when last seen. RACINGINTHES-
TREET took full advantage of a loose lead in her 
latest but she doesn’t need the lead to win; has 
solid turf/sprint connections in jockey Jose Ferrer 
and trainer Kathleen DeMasi.

TENTH RACE
DENY was up against it in his debut, trying to close 
in a paceless sprint at Tampa, but he did well to 
rally for the show and post a representative Beyer; 
he’ll need to improve upon that figure to win this 
but that’s certainly possible as he makes only his 
second career start. INSTINCTIVE RHYTHM is going 
to be a handful at a short price, coming off a pair 
of solid efforts, including his latest, over this strip; 
addition of Lasix only adds to the appeal, though 
he does figure to be an underlay. MR. SHADES OF 
GRAY was off the board when in against today’s 
favorite in her debut run but he ran a solid race in 
defeat, dueling for the lead from the start and weak-
ening only late; gets the rail again but could shake 
loose this time if again able to break alertly.

ELEVENTH RACE
CHAMPAGNE HORIZON didn’t have the smoothest 
of trips in that last one but she still nearly caught 
the forwardly-placed TULA on the wire with a 
late surge, a solid effort and one which produced 
another strong Beyer; makes her first start off the 
Hollendorfer claim and she can turn the tables 
today if able to settle and make one run with clear 
sailing. TULA benefited from a clear stalking trip 
in that score last time, using her tactical speed to 
overcome post 12 and score; she’s wide again but 
she should once again be well positioned thanks to 
her early zip. STORMY D gets back on the turf after 
she was rained off the grass in her latest, and this 
is surely her preferred surface; should be running 
late.

TWELFTH RACE
MO GOTCHA raced on the turf in both of his two 
starts this summer in New York but he’s back on 
the main track for this and his steady, sharp dirt 
Beyers make him easy to like in his local debut; 
he usually goes longer but he broke his maiden at 
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